INFORMATION REGARDING PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING
Everest srl Single-Member-Company settled in Via Roma 98 – 31050 Miane (TV)in the capacity of its
personal data processing holder (hereinafter referred as “Holder”), provides the present policy to the
person concerned in respect of the European and Italian framework, in the field of personal data
protection.
The present policy complements the navigation policy of our website, with purpose of illustrate to the User
how the company will handle the data included in the present contact form: the user is therefore invited to
inspect our privacy policy [privacy@everstsrl.eu].
Purpose and legal basis of processing
Everest srl Single-Member-Company, will not send newsletters: the Holder will handle personal data
collected through the present form, only with the purpose of answering to the requests lodged, for
example to obtain information regarding products or services (the sending of brochures, catalogues and/or
other company informative material), to get a quotation, etc. The consent is therefore not required
because the processing is necessary to reflect such requests.
Period of data retention
If the person concerned asks for a quotation, his data would be handled for a maximum period of one year
from the response; on the other hand, for the other requests of information, the processing will last for the
necessary time to get the targets for which the data have been required.
Nature of the provision of the data and consequences in the event of refusal
The provision of the data is strictly related to the use of the contact form and it is therefore necessary to
provide the request of information: the non-reporting, in fact, entails the impossibility of fulfillment of such
requests.
Area of communication of Users’ personal data and category of recipients
The Holder will not diffuse data but it plans to communicate them to internal figures authorized on the
processing, for task reasons, to professionals or service companies, and to public and private bodies, also in
consequence of inspections and examinations.
These recipients, where they should handle data on behalf of the Holder, will be charged as responsible of
the processing, with relevant contract or legal act.
Data transfer to third countries and/or to International organizations
Personal data will not be subject of transfer, neither to non-European third countries nor to international
organizations
Rights of the person concerned
It is right of the person concerned to ask to the Holder the possibility to access to its personal data and
rectify them if incorrect, to erase them or limit their processing, if there are grounds for, as well as
obtaining the data portability personally communicated.
In order to exercise its rights, the person concerned can use the form, here available, and send it to the
Holder, to the following address [privacy@everstsrl.eu]. The person concerned has also the right to lodge a
complaint to the relevant supervisory authorities, guarantor of the personal data protection
(www.garanteprivacy.it).

